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Further Results on Fuzzy-Mathematical Programming 
] .  FLACHS AND ~/I. A. POLLATSCHEK 
Technion- ls rae l  ]nst i tute of  Technology, Ha i fa ,  Israel 
Theorems concerning fuzzy mathematical programs, formulated by Bellman 
and Zadeh, are derived. Existence of solutions, properties of solution-sets and 
relations between different programs, studied also by Tanaka et al., are discussed 
without any assumptions. 
Fuzzy-set heory, introduced by Zadeh (1965), treats phenomena possessing 
inherent vagueness. 
Let Xbe a set of points, a fuzzy-set is a function from X to the closed interval 
[0, 1], denoted by F(') (see also Goguen, 1967). Defining 
a A b Z~ min(a, b) 
we consider the following fuzzy-mathematical program (Bellman and Zadeh, 
1970): 
Sup/*z,(x) e5 Sup Fq(x) A Fq(x) A "" A F%(X)A Fa,(X) A F%(X) A "'" A t*%(X), 
x~R n leeR ~ 
= Sup I*c(x) A Fa(x), 
xgR ~ 
where 
k 
t*c(X) = t~c,(X) and t~c(x) = A/,G~(x). 
i=l 3'=1 
Tanaka et al. [1974] showed that 
Sup/XD(X ) = Sup [~ A Sup Fa(x)] 
xeg n ~R uc(~)>~ 
= Sup A~iA  Sup /~o(X). 
c~X'"~xm i=l ~ Ci(X)>c~i 
They also assumed that: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(1) 
t*c(X) and /~G(x) are continuous functions; 
the closure of S(c) zx (x I tZc(X) > 0} (notation: S(c)) is bounded; 
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(iii) SuPs--~ei/za(x) = 1 (note that sup can be replaced by max in this 
expression due-to (i) and (ii)); 
(iv) there exists x ° such that tZc(X °) = 1 ; 
(v) F(~) z~ sup~R,,,c!~))~ FG(x) is a continuous function of o~ and 
(vi) (a*, x*), the optimal solution Of program (1), exists and a* is unique. 
Then 
is optimal iff a = F(a), 
Sup c~ A F(a) = Sup /za(x), 
, ~ :  x~R ~ 
.G(z)=-c(~) 
Inf  a v F(a) = Sup ~ A F(a), 
where a v b zx Max(a, b), the left-hand side of (4) has a solution if 
o~ = F(a). 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
To appreciate what happens when assumptions do not hold consider the 
following examples: 
EXAMPLE l. 
x ~ R; Fc(x) ---=- t½e-='l x 
(1 - -  ~e  , 
x>~O, 
x<0;  
go(x) = lle-= , x>~0,  
--¼e-L x <O.' 
Sup~ Fc(X) A /zG(x ) = ½, which is not achieved; however, (1) is still satisfied: 
- -  1 SupaA Sup I~a(x) =½A Sup Fa(X)-- 
for a = ½. As a matter of fact, F(a) = ½ (constant). " I f "  of (2) is satisfied 
although there is no optimal x for program (1). In contrast, (3) is not satisfied 
since 
1 = Sup a a F(a) =/= Sup Fa(X) = O~ 
o, . a (z )=.c (z )  
Assertions (4) and (5)hold in this example. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
t½e -~!, X 1 ~ 0, 
x eR2; Fc(x) = Jl __ !~1 
,- 2~ , x 1 < 0;  
In this example F(c~) is discontinuous at a = ½: 
Fa(x) = exp[--(1 - -  xle~)2]. 
ll, 
F (a )~ 1/e, 
o~<½, 
~,>~½. 
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Therefore, the value of the fuzzy-program via (1) is: 
Sup/~D(X) = Sup ~ ^  F(~) = ½, 
X c~ 
but neither Sup~/XD(X ) nor Sup~ ~ ^  F(~) is achieved. Note that the equality 
in (2) or (5) cannot hold for any ~. Still, inf~ a v F(~) is achieved for ~ = ½ and 
(4) holds. 
We investigate here the fuzzy-mathematical program without any assumption. 
In Section 1 we prove equality (4), show that at least one of its sides is achieved and 
investigate conditions which assume that the right-hand side or the left-hand 
side (or both) is achieved. We also provide necessary conditions for Eq. (2). 
In Section 2 we discuss the situation where the solutions (a) to one of the sides 
of (4) are not unique and in Section 3 we provide theorems involving cq, %,..., ~ 
explicitly. The results of this section are useful in deriving saddle-point proper- 
ties in fuzzy-linear programs (see Flachs, 1977). 
To treat a nonunique solution we need two definitions: 
DEFINITION I. cx* is a solution of 
Sup ~ ^  F(~) [inf c~ v F(a)] if 
~* ^  F(~*) = Sup ~ ^  F(~), 
c~ 
[~* v F(~*) = inf a v F(~)]. 
DEFINITION 2. ~* is minimal [maximal] solution o fSup~  ^  F(a) [inf~ ~ v F(~)] 
if it is a solution and there is no solution which is smaller [greater] than c~*. 
Without stating explicitly in the following, c~, ~*, %,  {ai} "~ always belong to 
the closed interval [0, 1]. Accordingly, define 
Supf(x)  zx 0 and in f f (x)  ~ 1 
for all functions, f ix),  having an image in [0, 1]. 
Finally, denote: 
F(~) zx Sup{~dx) I x e R% ~(x) ~ ~), 
G £ {~ I ~ ~< F(~), ~ e [0, 1]}, 
F 1 ~ {c~ I a > F(a), aE  [0, 1]), 
% & Sup ~ ^  F(~). 
c¢ 
Note, that F 0 and F1 are sets, while F denotes a function. 
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l. THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE PROGRAMS 
LEMMA l. (i) Sup~,F ° c~ = inf~EF1 a ~-~ %. 
(ii) I f  a o ~ F o then % is the minimal solution of Sup~ ~ ^ F(a). 
(iii) I1% ~ F~ then % is the maximal solution of Inf~ ~ v F(~), moreover, 
~0 = Inf~ ~ v F (~) .  
Proof. Case A. F 1 = ~.  This case implies that 1 ~F  0 therefore, 1 ~ F(1). 
Since F(~) is a nonincreasing function of 6, we have F(a) ~- l, and % = 1. 
Note that (i) and (iii) are trivially satisfied, (ii) holds since % = 1 is a unique 
solution which exhaust all the cases. 
Case B. F~ C: ~.  (i) Note thatF  0 @ Z as well, s ince0~F o, and thatF~ 
and P0 partition the interval [0, 1], so that 
{~' eFo, ~" eF1} ~ ~' <~".  
This implication can be seen by assuming that ~' /~ ~", which leads to 
F(o~') ~ o~' ~ o~" > F(a"), 
contradicting the nonincreasing property ofF(a). Thus, 
Sups= in f , .  
~Fo ~ee~ 
We shall now show that 
(6) 
< ~o -~ ~ ePo ,  (7) 
> ~0 ~ ~ e F1 ,  (8) 
which together with (6) prove (i). 
I f  e¢ < % exists/3 such that 
< fi A F(fi). (9) 
Suppose now that ~ ~ F(c¢) which with (9) implies 
F(~) < e(/3), 
contradicting the nonincreasing property of F('), as ~ ~ t3 by (9). Therefore, 
c¢ ~ F(~), which proves (7). 
I f  a ~ a 0 then ~ ~ a0 ~ P(a) A ~ and consequently, a > F(a), proving (8). 
(ii) % ~F0 --+ ~o ~ F(%) ~ ao = ~o A F(ao) , thus, ~o is a solution. For 
all ~ ~a o we haveaAF(~)<ao,  showing that ~ is not a solution, or, 
equivalently, that % is the minimal solution. 
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(iii) 01s EF~ implies a0 > F(cY,). For 01 > 01s we have 
cx vF(a) = cx > 010 = 010 VF(ol,), (10) 
since F(a) < F(LY,) < a0 < 0~. For 01 < a0 we have 
a v F(a) = F(a), (11) 
since by (7), 01 EF~ . Suppose F(U) < aa; we have by the nonincreasing property 
of F(.): 
and by (7) : 
li+iF(t) > k&l t = a,, 
t<tX; t<=; 
which contradicts (12); therefore we deduce that 
This inequality together with (11) and (10) implies (iii). 1 
LEMMA 2. If 
a* =F(a*), (13) 
then a(* is minimal solution of Sup, 01 A F(or) and maximal solution of inf, CL v F(ol) 
and 
ol* = inf a: v F(a) = Sup 01 A F(a). 
OL OL 
Proof. By (13) and the nonincreasing property of F( .) we have 
vol < lx*: 01 A F(a) < a* = OL* A F(G), 
ci v F(a) 3 F(N) >, F(ol*) = 01* v F(a*); 
‘da: > cd*: LY A F(a) ,( F(a) < F(ol*) = CY* A F(8), 
a v F(a) 3 01 > ol* = CL* v F(cx*). 
These inequalities together imply the lemma. 1 
PROPOSITION 1. 
Sup 01 A F(u) = inf 01 v F(a) 
a a 
and q, is a solution of at least one side. 
(14) 
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Proof. 
Case B. 
side. 
and 
Case A. % ~F ! . The proposition follows from Part (iii) of Lemma 1. 
% ~F 0 . By Part (ii) of Lemma 1, % is a solution of the left-hand 
Vs < So: so < F(~o) ~< F(s)  < s v F(s)  
VS>~o:  s 0<.=svF(s ) ,  
by the nondecreasing property of F(a) and by (8), respectively. Thus, s o is 
lower bound of s v F(a) and 
l imsvF(a)~ l ims=%.  | 
c~c~ 0 ~-+c~ o 
a>a 0 a>% 
PROPOSITION 2. I f  ot~ is a minimal solution of Sup~ s ^ F(a) and s* is a 
maximal solution of inf~ a v F(s) then 
F(~I*) = ~* ---- s* = e(s* ) .  
Proof. By Proposition 1 and assumptions, 
s*  /> ~* A F (s* )  = Sup  s A F (a )  = % ---- inf s v F (a )  
c~ c~ 
= s~* v F (s ; )  > s*. 
(15) 
Suppose now that ao < s*. Since % = a f  ^ F(s*)  from (15), we have ao = 
F(al*). By the nonincreasing property ofF(.):  
F(~0) > F(s~*) = %. 
Hence, % = F(%) A %; thus % is a solution of Sup~ a A F(s) while a o < s* 
contradicting the minimality of %*. Therefore, ~* ~- % Reasoning analogously, 
s* = a o . Rewriting (15) accordingly we have 
~o ^  F(~o) = ~o = ~o v F(so), 
by whichF(%) = s o. | 
PROPOSITION 3. (i) I f  Sups IXc(X) ^ IxG(x) = I~c(X*) A t~G(X*) then s* = 
tZc(X*) is a solution of Sup~ s A F(s). 
(ii) I f  F (s )  is upper semicontinuous at % then s o is a solution of Sup~ a A F(s). 
(iii) I f  there is no x* such that Sup~ tLc(X) A Izc(X) = IZc(X*) A Iz~(X*) then 
% is a solution ofinf~ s v F(s). 
(iv) I f  F (s )  is lower semicontinuous at s o then s o is a solution of inf~ s v F(s). 
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Proof. (i) 
% = Sup a A F(a) >~ ffc(X*) A F(txc(X*)) 
o: 
= fie(x*)  ^  Sup{~G(x) ll~c(x) >~ fie(x*)} ~> t~c(x*) ^  ~(x* )  
X 
= Sup ffc(X) A fie(X) = %,  
X 
where the last equality follows from (1). 
(ii) Suppose ~0 EF1, which implies F(a0) --  % < 0. F(e) - -  c~ is upper 
semieontinuous at ao therefore exists a neighborhood, U% around % such that 
W e, U~ o : F(o 0 - -  ~ < O, 
from which it follows that 
We g~. : ~ eF,_, 
contradicting Part (i) of Lemma 1 and proving that % EF0, in which case 
Part (ii) of Lemma 1 applies. 
(iii) By Lemmas 1 and 2 we have to show that either %eF  1 or % =F(%) .  
Suppose the contrary: a 0 ~F  0 and % =/= F(%), which is equivalent to 
% < F(%). (16) 
This inequality implies by the definition of F that there exists x 0 such that 
% < ffa(Xo) and % ~ ffc(Xo). Then we have 
% ~ t~(~o) ^  ~dXo), 
which by (1) and the definition of % implies that Sup ffc(X) A l~o(x) = ffc(Xo) A 
ffa(Xo), a contradiction. 
(iv) As in Part (iii) we suppose (16). By lower semicontinuity at % there is 
a neighborhood U% around % such that 
w e u~,, :F (~)  - -  ~ > O, 
implying 
which contradicts Part (i) of Lemma 1. 
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2. PROPERTIES OF SOLUTION-SETs 
LEMMA 3. (i) I f  {a*}, s e S, are solutions of Sup a ^ F(c~) then infses{a*} is 
also a solution to it (S is an index-set). 
(ii) I f  {a*}, p ~ P, are solutions of Inf a v F(c 0 then Sup~e {a*} is also 
a solution to it (P is an index-set). 
Proof. (i) Denote ~* =inf~s{C~*}. 
Vc¢ and Vs: 
^ F(~) < %* ^  F(~*) < F(%*) < F(%*), 
a h F(a) ~< a* ^ F(a*) ~< a*. (17) 
The last inequality of (17) follows from the nondecreasing property ofF( ' )  and 
* is a solution. Taking the infimum from the the first inequality holds since a s 
right-han d side of the last inequality, we have 
^ F(~) ~< ~*, 
which together with (17) implies 
Va: a h F(a) ~ a* h F(~*), 
proving (i). 
(ii) Denote fl* = Sup~p{a*}. 
Va and Vp: 
v F(a) >/a*~ v F(a*) >~ F(o~*)p >~ F(fi*), 
a v F(a) >~ a* v F(a*) >/~x*. (18) 
p 
By an argument similar to that as in (i), 
w:  ~ v F(~) > fig, 
which with (18) proves (ii). 
PROPOSITION 4. If a* o is a minimal solution of Sup~ a A F(a) then 
% = %* ^  F(=*) = ~*. (19) 
Moreover, if c~* is another solution then each ~ such that % < e~ <~ ~* is a solution 
and 
F(~) = F(o~*) = %.  (20) 
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Proof.  Suppose F(%*) < %*. Then for e > 0 such that %* -- e > F(%*), 
we have F (~*- -E )~>F(a* ) .  These three inequalities together yield: 
(n*  o - -  E) A F(o~* - -  ¢) ~ (cx* o - -  e) A F (a* )  = F(n0* ) ---- F(%*) A ~*, contradicting 
the minimality of a*, and proving 
F(%*) %. 
This inequality proves (19). 
Since a* is another solution, 
0¢~ ¢ > %,  
% = %* ^ 
which together with (19) proves the second part of (20): 
F(~*) = %.  
To show the first part of (20), we note that F(a*l) ~ F(o 0 by the nonincreasing 
property of F('). Suppose now that F(a*) < F(a), implying 
F(a)  A a > F(c~*) h n* = % = Sup ~ A F(a), 
a contradiction, completing the proof of (20). ~ is a solution as 
a A F (a )  = % A ~ = % = Sup ~ A F(n) .  l 
o~ 
PROPOSITION 5. I f  ~* is a max imal  solut ion o f  inf~ c~ v F(~) then 
% =ng v e(% ×) = % 
3/Ioreover, i f  a* is another solut ion then each n such that  % > n >/a*  is a 
solut ion and  
F(~) = F (a* )  = %.  
Proof .  The proof is analogous to the previous proof; therefore it is omitted. 
COROLLARY. (i) Let  n 1 , n2 , n 1 < n 2 be solutions to Sup~ n A F(n), then each ~, 
al  < ~ < a2 is a solution and  F(n)  = F(~.) .  
(ii) Let  n a , a 2 , n 1 < a2 , be solutions to Inf~ a v F(a), then each ~, nl < n < 
a 2 is a solut ion and  F(a)  = F (~) .  
Proof.  (i) By Lemma 3 there exists the minimal solution % and (i) follows 
from Proposition 4, since % ~ n 1 < a < ~.  
(ii) By Lemma 3 there exists the maximal solution % and (ii) follows from 
Proposition 5 since % ~> ~2 > ~ > %- 
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3. THEOREMS INVOLVING SEVERAL CONSTRAINTS EXPL IC ITLY  
THEOREM 1. (i) 
(i) %=Sup }~t~c,(X)^/za(x) = inf ~/aiv Sup ixa(x) 
C~li-.-,~m i=1 .a Ci(x) )ce ii=1 
i=1, . . .  ,m 
Inf ~/ai v Sup ixa(x). 
al . . . . .  C~m i=1 a Ci(x)>c~i 
i=1 , . . .  ,m 
( i i )  / f  {0~/~}~1 i s a soh l t io t l  o f  
inf g~iv  Sup >a(x) 
0~1 . . . . .  c~m i=1 ~CilX)Pezi 
i= l , . . . ,m 
then it also solves 
inf Q c~ i v Sup /~a(x). 
C~I . . . . .  c~m i=1 ~Ci(X)>al 
i= l , . . . ,m 
Proof. (i) The first equality follows from (1) and the definition of %. 
Now we have 
inf V alv Sup /~a(x)<~ inf Q oqv Sup /~e(x) 
J % 
al  . . . . .  ~m i= l  l~ Ci(X) ~¢zi ffl,..-,am i=1 t~ Cl(g¢) ~/c~i 
i=1,2 . . . . .  m i=1,2 , . . . ,m 
~< inf a v Sup i~a(x). (21) 
i= l ,2 , . . . ,m 
The first inequality follows from the observation that 
Sup >a(x)~ Sup ~a(x), (22) 
~ c i (X) >at ~c,~(X)>~i 
i=1,2 . . . . .  m i=l..2,. . . ,rn 
while the second inequality of (21) can be seen by noting that the third infimum 
has the extra constraint % ~-~ a2 = "'" = am • On the other hand: 
inf V air  Sup.. /xa(x)>~ inf ~/aiv Sup,,_ /xa(x ) 
al . . . . .  ¢~m i=l  UCit~)>~i al  . . . . .  em i= l  uC i tx )~a i  
i= l .2 . . . . ,m /=1.2 . . . . .  m 
>/inf ~ v Sup /xa(x ). (23) 
i=1,2 . . . . .  m 
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To see the first inequality, take any {=i}~1 and E > 0. Then the following holds: 
inf ~/a  i v Sup I~a(x) 
'/=1,2 . . . . .  m 
~< ~/(~i + e) v Sup t*a(x) ~< ~/(ai + e) v Sup tL6(x) 
i=1 u Ci (rc) >~ai+ e i=1 tt Ci (x) >ai 
i=1,2 . . . . .  m i=1,2 . . . . .  m 
~< V(a i+e)  v (  Sup /~a(x)+E) = Va  iv  Sup tLa(x)+e, 
i= l  ~ Ci (x) >a i i=l ~ Ci (x) >a i
i=1,2 . . . . .  m i=1,2 . . . . .  m 
proving the first inequality of (23). For the second inequality observe that 
V{CXl}/m=l: i=15 {X[  [£c i (X )~ O~i}~ /=15 I x ]  [£ci(X) ~ i=1 ~ ~Xil' 
which implies that 
o 9 .o(x) V{O~i}i= 1. O¢ i v Sup ~(x)  >~ c~ i v 
i= i  uCi (~))a i i=1 u ci(X) )Vi=lc¢i 
i=1,2 . . . . .  m i=1,2 . . . . .  ~'n 
>/infa v Sup /*a(x) 
c~ ~ ci (X) >a 
i=1,2 . . . . .  m 
Inequalities (21) and (23) prove (i). 
Part (ii) is proved by noting that 
inf V~iv  Sup / ,a (x)= ~]a ,*v  Sup /~(x) 
~xl ..... rXm i= I  uCi(X)~/ai i=1 uCi(X)/>ai* 
i=1,2 . . . . .  m /=1,2 . . . . .  m 
>~ ~] c~i* v Sup 
i=l aC (X)>ai* 
i=1,2 . . . . .  m 
,o(x), 
where the inequality follows from (22). Comparing this to Part (i) we deduce 
the statement in Part (ii). | 
Note that the converse implication in (ii) does not hold as the following example 
shows : 
l' ll 
~c(X) = 3,1 2 ~< x ~< 3, ~(x)  ~ 0, otherwise. 
0, x >3;  
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THEOREM 2. (i) 
(i) %=Sup AFc,(X) AFG(X)= Sup Aa, A Sup F~(x) 
x i=1 CXl . . . . .  %n i=1 uCi(x)=at 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m 
= Sup Aoq^ Sup ,~(x). 
..... ~m i=l aCi(Cc)>ai 
d ~ 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m 
(ii) /.f{cq*}~=a is  solution of 
Sup A ai ^  Sup Fc(x) 
a 1 . . . . .  c~ i :1  uCi(x)=ai 
h ~ 
i~1 ,2 , . , . ,m 
or 
Sup A ~i A Sup FG(X), 
al . . . . .  am i=1  ~Ci(x)>a 
# ~ 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m 
then it also solves 
Sup A a i ^ Sup FG(x). 
0ll . . . . .  c~m i=1 uCi im)~a i  
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m 
Proof. (i) By (i), it is enough to show that the following holds: 
Sup A cq^ Sup FG(x)~ Sup A oti n Sup FG(x), 
al ..... am i=l uCi[~)~ai a l  . . . . .  c~m i=1 ucitx)=ai 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m /=1,2  . . . . .  
(24) 
Sup A cq^ Sup FG(x) ~ Sup A cqA Sup FG(x). 
Oil . . . . .  am i= I  U'Cii, X)~°ti ct I . . . . .  c~m i= i  .uCi{X)>ai 
8 ~ 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  ~'n i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m 
For any { i}¢=1 and E > 0 let be x' such that 
t~o(x') > Sup ~dx)  - 
uc~ (m)>,~, 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m 
and 
(25) 
Fc , (x ' )  ~ "~ , i = 1, 2 ..... m. 
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Then we have 
A ot iA  
i=1  
Sup ~e(x) - -  
i=1  ..... m 
~.  A O~ i A [ Sup Fe(x) -- e] < A Fc,(X') ^  Fe(x') 
i=1  t~Ci (m)/>a~ i=1 
i=1,2  . . . . .  m 
<~ AFc,(X')^ Sup Fe(x) <~ Sup Ao~ i^  Sup 
i=a UCi(m)=;~Ci (m') al . . . . .  am i=l  ~Ci(X)=°:i 
i=1  . . . . .  m i=1 . . . . .  m 
which implies (24). 
O~ m On the other hand, for each { i}i=a nd E > 0: 
i O~ i A Sup fie(x) -- E ~ A O~ i h 
i= l  ttCi(X))cti /= i  
i=1  ..... m 
Sup fiG(X) - -  E 
u.ci (Z) >ai -e  
i=1  . . . . .  m 
~< A (a i -- E) A Sup ~e(x) 
i= l  ~ Ci (x) > cli--~ 
i= l ,2  . . . . .  m 
~< Sup Aa  i^ Sup FG(X), 
a l  . . . . .  am i=1 ttCi(°o)>cq 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m 
proving (25). 
(ii) Assume {%*}~=~ is a solution of 
Sup A a i A Sup fie(x), 
J % 
~1 . . . . .  ~m i=1 ,aCit~)=ai 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m 
then: 
A Cq*A Sup fie(x) /> ACq*A 
i=1  ttCi(X))ai* i=1 
i=1  . . . . .  m 
Sup t~e(x) = % 
i=1  . . . . .  m 
= Sup A ai ^  
(Xl' • • • ,Cem i~ l  
Sup Fe(x)- 
i=1  ..... m 
If {%*} is a solution of 
Sup A % ^  
cq , . . .  ,c~ m i~1 
Sup t~dx) 
uc  i (x)>~i  
~dx), 
(26) 
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then 
A ai* ^ Sup Fo(x) ~/ A ai* h 
i=1 uCi(x)>/ai * i= l  
i=1  . . . . .  m 
Sup Fa(x) = ao 
t~ ci (x) >ai * 
i=1  . . . . .  m 
= Sup A a/^ Sup t~a(x). (27) 
The equalities in (26) and (27) follow from Part (i) and the fact that (f~*)m/Ji=l is a 
solution. Equations (26) and (27)together prove Part (ii). 
THEOREM 3 .  Let {a~*}~= 1 and {ais}~l , S E S be solutions of 
Sup Aa i^  Sup I~G(X) 
e l  . . . . .  am i= l  gCi  (X ) )a t  
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m 
and a* --  a solution of Sups, a a F(a). 
(i) C~ i = a*, i = 1, 2,..., m is a solution of 
Sup A ~i  A Sup Fa(x). 
a l  . . . . .  Cqn i=1  uCitx)3°: i  
i=1 ,2  . . . .  m 
m 
(ii) a = Ai=I O~i is a solution of Sup~ a ^ F(a). 
m , 
(iii) I f  a* ~ A~=I ai then each {fii}~=l such that a* <~ fii ~ O~i, i = 1, 
2 ..... m, is a solution of 
Sup A ai ^  Sup Fa(x). 
a l ,  . .  • ,c~m i=1 l~Ci~C~i 
i=l,2,...,m 
(iv) {infers afl}~=l is a solution of 
Sup A ai ^ Sup Fa(x). 
al  ..... am i=l ~ Ci/~c~i 
i=1,2 . . . . .  
Proof. 
(i) % = c~* AF(a*) = A cq* A Sup /~a(x), 
i=1  ~ct(x)>/a* 
¢=i,2 . . . . .  m 
which by definition of o~ oand (1) proves the assertion. 
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(ii) %= Aa:^ Sup /z~(x)~ A~* A Sup ~(x), 
i= l  a C i (X ) )a  i * i=1  a Ci(X) )h~=la i  * 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m i= l ,2 , . . . ,m 
which proves (ii). 
(iii) % ~< o~* ~ A/3~, (28) 
i=1  
while the first inequality follows from Proposition (4). 
Sup ff~(x) >/ Sup /~o(x) >/%,  (29) 
.ci(~)>& . ci (x) >c~ *
i=1  . . . ,m i=1 . . . . .  m 
where the last inequality is a consequence of Part (i) of Theorem 2. By (28) and 
(29) we have 
flirt Sup ff~(x) ~%,  
i=1  uCi(a3)>/Bi 
proving (iii). 
(iv) Note that (A~=I ~ ), s ~ s is a solution of Sup~ ~ ^ F(~) by Part (ii) 
m and inf~ s Ai=l ~i ~ is also a solution by Part (i) of Lemma 3. Let s o E S then 
for each i: 
inf A al s {inf o~i s} ~.~ inf cq * ~< ~o O  i 
s~S ~=~ s~S 
and according to Part (iii) and the above remarks assertion (iv) is proved. | 
THEOREM 4. Let {Ott}ml and {cq~}~=l, p e P solutiom of 
inf V oq v Sup /zc(x )
J k ~  
al . . . .  au  i= l  u C itx) ~a i  
i=1  . . . . .  m 
and o~* is a solution oflnL ~ v F(~). 
(i) eq = ~*, i = 1, 2,..., m is a solution of 
inf V oq v Sup ff~(x). 
a l  . . . . .  %n i=1 ug i (X)Pa l  
(ii) c~ = V i~ ~¢* is a solution of inf,, a v F(o O. 
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Proof. 
(i) 
(iii) l f  a* >~ ~ * Vi=1% then each {/~i}~n=l such that o~* >~ ~i > o~* is a solution of 
inf V a i v Sup /,a(x). 
/=1 ,2  . . . . .  m 
(iv) {Sup~, o~i~°}~=: is a solution of 
inf Va iv  -Sup  /la(x ). 
C~l . . . . .  ~xm i=1 I~Ci (x)>~,; 
/=1 ,2  . . . . .  m 
%=a*vF(a* )= Vcx*v Sup t*a(x). 
i=l  aCi (x))a* 
/=1 ,2  . . . . .  m 
(ii) % = ~/a* v Sup /~a(x) ~> ~/c~: v Sup /~a(x). 
i=1  ~Ci(X)>/ai * i=1  ~C/ (x )  )gm=lR/*  
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m ' /=1 ,2 , . . .  ,m 
m 
(iii) %/>c~* >~ Vfi~, (30) 
i= l  
by Proposition 5and the assumption 
Sup /~(x) 
.el(X)>& 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m 
by Part (i) of Theorem 1. Equations (30) and (31) imply: 
Vf i i v  Sup ~,a(x) ~<%, 
i=1  uCi(X)>~Bi 
i=1,2 . . . . .  m 
which via Part (i) of Theorem 1 proves (iii). 
Sup /~a(x) ~< %, (31) 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m 
(iv) Note that (V•: ai~)' P G P, is a solution of inf~ ~ v F(a) by Part (ii) 
m ~ . = . , ,  and Sup~p (V~=: ai ) is also a solution by Part (11) of Lemma 3. 
Letp0 G P, then for each i = 1, 2,..., m: 
o~ ° <~ Sup a,~ ~< V Sup c~i ~ = Sup V cq ~, 
~GP i=l  ~P  ~P i= l  
and according to Part (iii) and the above remarks assertion (iv) is proved. | 
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